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Abstract:
With power demand in the world escalating day by day, interconnected power system
networks are becoming progressively complex. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor
and control operation of the system more accurately for smooth operation of the
system. The classical state estimation of power system is based upon measurements
collected from Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System (SCADA), which is
inadequate to measure fast and dynamic phenomenon. Phasor Measurement Unit
(PMU) provides real time and synchronized phasor measurements with the use of
Global Positioning System (GPS) with greater accuracy. However, placement of PMU
at each and every node of the system is economically and technically not viable.
Hence, PMUs are optimally placed in the network using Recursive Security N (RSN)
algorithm, ensuring system's full observability. RSN is utilized here to optimally place
PMUs in Integrated Nepal Power System (INPS), which generates multiple sets of
optimal solution. Further, calculation of System Observability Redundancy Index
(SORI) and Bus Observability Index (BOI) is done. The solution set that has
maximum value of SORI indicates that the PMU based system is most reliable. These
steps are also applied to IEEE 14-bus, 30-bus and 57-bus test systems to ensure
validity of the method. The optimum number of PMUs required for system’s full
observability for INPS, IEEE 14-bus, 30-bus and 57-bus system was found to be 21, 3,
7 and 12 respectively.
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1. Introduction

As power demand in the world grows, interconnected power system becomes more
complex due to expansion of network as well as integration of renewables in the
system. This has led to development of smarter grid by integrating information and
communication along with conventional power layer for faster and accurate control of
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grid. In order to cope with challenges power system faces, the system should be
continuously monitored by providing measured data and using computer applications
such as state estimation to find other variables to help in controlling the network [1].
The classical state estimation of a power system is based upon measurements
collected from Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System (SCADA) where
measurements might be unsynchronized and have low sampling rates [2]. Further,
SCADA measurements do not include phase angle of bus voltages and line currents.
The efficiency and correctness of SCADA in giving real time data are relatively small
due to much estimation, since there are many missing variables that SCADA needs to
estimate. To address these issues, Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) was developed
that provides real time and synchronized phasor measurements with the use of global
positioning system (GPS) only in microseconds with great measurement accuracy
[3,4].
For proper monitoring and control, a power system needs to be observable. A power

system is said to be observable if the measurements made on it allow determination of
bus voltage magnitude and angle at every bus of the network. The location and the
way measurement devices are distributed in system have a significant relation with
observability of system. It is possible to make a power system observable by placing a
PMU at each bus. However, due to redundancy, technical difficulty with system
growth, high price of PMUs and associated communication equipment, this is not a
feasible option. Hence, in order to make the system fully observable and most reliable
with a certain number of PMUs, optimal placement of PMUs needs to be done.
A wide range of applications of PMU have been developed after its emergence,

when it was recognized that best estimate of power system’s state is required to
prevent the system from failures and improve its performance. These applications
include model validation, state estimation (SE), protection and closed loop control,
fault detection and more [5].
In order to create a fully observable power system, various optimization techniques

have been proposed in literature, which can be mainly classified into two categories:
mathematical and heuristic algorithms [6]. Integer programming and exhaustive
search fall under the category of mathematical algorithm while algorithms such as
genetic algorithm, tabu search, simulated annealing, differential evolution, particle
swarm optimization, immune algorithm, iterated local search, spanning tree search,
greedy algorithm, recursive security N algorithm are heuristic algorithms. [7] has used
integer quadratic programming (IQP) to minimize total number of PMUs required and
to maximize measurement redundancy at the power system buses also considering
existing conventional measurements. An optimum version of exhaustive search
technique that reduces search space and number of computations of traditional ES has
been presented in [8]. A combination of graph theoretical procedure and a simple
genetic algorithm is used to determine best trade-offs between competing objectives
such as minimization of PMU’s number and maximization of measurement
redundancy in [9]. In [10] a two-step optimization method is proposed. In first step,
minimization model is applied to convex programming to achieve minimum number
of PMU. In second step, simulated annealing is applied to maximize measurement
redundancy. Exponential binary particle swarm optimization (EBPSO) technique has
been suggested in [11] with the goal of overcoming the optimization problem and
achieving maximum observability in a power system considering different practical
possibilities such as zero injection, single-PMU outage along with the usual operating
situation. A system reconfiguration approach for OPP in the distribution network to
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achieve system reconfiguration, and the ant colony algorithm has been applied as an
optimization tool to minimize energy losses in [12]. Further, a greedy algorithm is
utilized to find the PMU placement location by minimizing the number of PMUs with
consideration to the maximum observability of the system. In [13] recursive and
single shot security N approaches of PMU placement, with the aim of linear static
estimation, are presented ensuring network observability. Recursive and single shot
security N-1 algorithms considering both line losses and PMU outages are also
presented.
Traditionally state estimation is formulated as a weighted least squares problem due

to absence of measurements which can measure phasors. The introductions of PMUs
make state estimation achievable via linear estimators which significantly increase the
efficiency of solving state estimation problems for identifying the system
observability. It is possible to directly measure all the systems states simply by
placing the PMUs at all the nodes without running state estimation problem. However
due to high cost of PMU and technical difficulties associated with their control, it is
not economically viable to place PMUs at each and every nodes of the system.
Therefore, optimizing the number of PMUs and the locations of these units for
complete observability of the system is important. Further, there is a compromise in
reliability while minimizing the number of PMUs and hence the cost. Hence, it is
necessary to determine a method that ensures maximum reliability along with
complete observability, but with minimum number of PMUs. In this paper, RSN
algorithm has been used for the generation of optimum solution. This algorithm
generates multiple optimum solution sets, which can be important topologically as
well as while considering system security. Further, to meet the objective of
determining the optimal solution along with maximum reliability, BOI and SORI is
calculated.
Apart from virtual measurements using Ohms Law, Kirchhoff's Current Law (KCL)

and Kirchhoff's Voltage Law (KVL), according to [14] main rules for ensuring
observability of a system with PMU are as follows:

Figure 1. Topological observability rules based on PMU.

i. If a PMU is placed at a bus, this bus and all of its neighbor buses can be
observed (Figure 1(a)).

ii.For a zero injection node, which is observed, if all of its connected nodes are
observable except one, then the unobserved node can be observed (Figure 1 (b)).

iii. If all the nodes connected to a zero injection node are observable, then the zero
injection nodes can be observed too (Figure 1(c)).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Formulation of Objective Function
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The objective in this research is to minimize installation cost of PMUs by making
the system fully observable with as few PMUs as possible. The objective function can
be formulated as:

Minimize, �=1
�� ���� (1)

subject to: F(ቂm) � Im

where, wi is the cost of installing a PMU at bus i.

xi � 1 if a PMU is installed at Bus i otherwise xi � 0,
ቂm is a vector composed of xi,
F(ቂm) is a vector function that represents the observability constraint functions,
Im is a vector which has n entries and whose all elements are 1 when the system is

fully observable.
According to first three rules for system observability mentioned in [14] , the

constraint vector function is obtained as
���⺁� = ��⺁ (2)

Where, � is a binary adjacency matrix. The element of matrix A is defined as:

amn =
1 if m = n

1 if bus m and bus n are connected
0 otherwise

(3)

Where amn represents the element located at the mth row and the nth column in A.
For the bus i in an n-bus system, the corresponding constraint function fi can be

represented as:
fi �� = j=1

n aijxj� (4)

If fi �� ≠ 0 , namely, if any aij = 1 and xj = 1 �j = 1,2,….,n� , the bus i is
observable. If all buses are observable, i.e. if all fi��⺁� in ���⺁� are non-zero, the power
system is fully observable.
Above equations are for a system without consideration of zero injection (ZI) buses.

When ZI buses are considered, the constraint function vector ���⺁� is modified into a
nonlinear constraint function vector.
According to the last three rules for system observability mentioned in [14] , for

each bus in the group composed of ZI bus and its adjacent buses, a bus is observable
if other buses in that group are observable. Therefore, we introduce an auxiliary
binary variable yij into Equation (4) to represent that bus i is observable supported by
other buses but not bus i in the group of ZI bus j and all of its adjancent buses. Hence
the Equation (4) can be modified as:

fi = j=1
n aijxj + j=1

n aijzjyij�� (4)

Where, zj is a binary parameter whose value is 1 if the bus j is a ZI bus or zero
otherwise and yij is an auxiliary binary variable whose value is 1 if all of bus j and its
adjacent buses but not including bus i are observable or zero otherwise. In the aijzjyij
part of Equation (5), aij ensures bus i and j must be connected and zj ensures that the
bus j must be a ZI bus. In practice, yij has to be calculated via logical operation. If, for
example, there is a ZI bus m to which k normal buses composed of bus 1 to k
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wherem ∉ [1,k], are connected, then the constraint function for bus 1 to k and for bus
m can be obtained as:

(5)
Where, ∧ is the logical AND operator.

2.2. Recursive Security N (RSN) Algorithm
Recursive security N (RSN) is a spanning tree search of multiple solutions for

minimal PMU positioning issue. It is a modified depth first approach, where the
search is repeated as many times as the number of nodes, with a different starting
PMU location. Depth first search (DFS) approach is one of the tree search methods of
PMU placement. This method uses only rules from 1 to 3 mentioned in [14] , i.e. it
does not consider ZI buses. The first PMU is placed at the bus with the largest number
of connected branches. Then the following PMUs are placed with the same criterion,
until the network becomes completely observable. This method, however, increases
unwanted redundancy. Therefore, this method is modified in RSN algorithm by
repeating the search as many times as the number of nodes. There are three major
steps in implementing this algorithm.

i. Generation of N minimum spanning trees
ii. Search of alternative patterns
iii. Reducing PMU number in case of pure transit nodes

2.2.1. Generation of N Minimum Spanning Trees
Figure 2 shows the flowchart for generation of minimum spanning tree. If N is the

number of buses if the network, the algorithm is performed N times, all the nodes as
starting position for PMU placement. After choosing the first PMU position, the
remaining PMUs are placed in those nodes that provide higher number of observed
buses. PMU's location end when the entire network is observable, and thus a
minimum spanning tree is built. However, this does not always guarantee an efficient
positioning of PMUs, because the growth of spanning tree is strongly conditioned by
the first PMU choice [13] . It has been found that a pre-ordering of the bus numbers
can improve the results, leading to a higher number of sets with a minimum of PMU
number. Therefore, symmetric reverse Cuthill-McKee permutation of the admittance
matrix and of the network nodes is done [13].
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Figure 2. Generation of N Minimum Spanning Trees.

2.2.2. Search of Alternative Solutions
The PMU sets obtained in previous step are reprocessed for further improvement.

One at a time, each PMU of each set is replaced at the buses connected with the node
where a PMU was originally set as shown in Figure 3. PMU placements which lead to
complete observability are retained. Such search has the advantage of providing other
equivalent minimum sets that may have practical advantages for physical allocation of
PMU.

Figure 3. Search for alternative pattern in RSN method.

2.2.3. Reducing PMU Number in Case of ZI Bus
If no pure transit nodes (ZI buses) are present in the network, solution is obtained at

previous step. If not, a final filtering is performed, in which one PMU at a time in
each ZI bus is eliminated and checked if the network remains observable. This
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procedure is performed only in those solution sets that have minimum number of
PMUs in order to save the simulation time.

Figure 4. Pure Transit Node Filtering.

2.3. BOI and SORI
Bus Observability Index (BOI) is defined as the times the bus i is observed, and is

equal to the number of PMUs observing bus i. The maximum bus observability index
is limited to maximum connectivity of a bus plus one, which happens only when all
adjacent buses and the bus itself is equipped with PMUs.
System Observability Redundancy Index (SORI) can be obtained by adding up BOI

of all buses in the system. The optimum solution that yields highest SORI value
ensures that the PMU based monitoring system is most reliable among obtained
solutions.

3. Results and Discussion
The line data and bus data for IEEE 14-bus, 30-bus, 57-bus and Integrated Nepal

Power System (INPS) were processed and fed as input data to the developed
algorithm. It searched the optimal solution and gave the following outputs.

i. Minimum number of PMUs set to be installed in the system for full system's
observability and maximum reliability.
ii. Location at which each of the PMU has to be installed.

Case I: Integrated Nepal Power System INPS has total 74 number of buses out of
which 16 are Zero Injection (ZI) buses. These are the buses that do not have any
generator and load. After implementation of the algorithm, 28 sets of initial solutions
were obtained. Maximum and minimum number of PMUs required for full system's
observability was found to be 29 and 26 respectively. 1181 sets of alternative
solutions were obtained and after final filtering of PMUs in pure transit nodes, two
sets of solutions were obtained with optimum number of PMUs required to be 21.
Maximum value of SORI was found to be 82 from first optimum solution set.
Case II: IEEE 14-Bus System IEEE 14-bus system has one ZI bus. After

implementation of the algorithm, 7 sets of initial solutions were obtained. Maximum
and minimum number of PMUs required for full observability was found to be 6 and
4 respectively. 58 sets of alternative solutions were obtained and after final filtering of
PMUs in pure transit nodes, optimum number of PMU required was obtained to be 3
one each at bus number 2,6 and 9.
Case III: IEEE 30-Bus System IEEE 30-bus system has six ZI buses. After

implementation of the algorithm, 12 sets of initial solutions were obtained. Maximum
and minimum number of PMUs required for full observability was found to be 13 and
11 respectively. 263 sets of alternative solutions were obtained and after final filtering
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of PMUs in pure transit nodes, four sets of solution were obtained with optimum
number of PMU required to be 7. Maximum value of SORI was found to be 33 from
third optimum solution set.
Case IV: IEEE 57-Bus System IEEE 57-bus system has fifteen ZI buses. After

implementation of the algorithm, 24 sets of initial solutions were obtained. Maximum
and minimum number of PMUs required for full observability was found to be 23 and
20 respectively. 1156 sets of alternative solutions were obtained and after final
filtering of PMUs in pure transit nodes, two sets of solution were obtained with
optimum number of PMUs required to be 12. Maximum value of SORI was found to
be 54 from second optimum solution set.
Table 1 gives the location of ZI Bus in IEEE 14-Bus, 30-Bus, 57-Bus and INPS. In

Table 4, optimum location of PMUs to be placed in INPS, IEEE 14-bus, 30-bus and
57-bus determined using RSN is given. Multiple set of solution is obtained for INPS,
30-bus and 57- bus system. SORI for each set is has been calculated and presented in
the table. A summary of optimal number of PMU required without and with ZI buses
and number of solution sets are presented in Table 2. The results obtained using
recursive security N algorithm is compared with those obtained using simulated
annealing (SA) method in Table 3.

Table 1. Location of ZI Bus.
SN Test System ZI Bus Location
1 14-Bus 7
2 30-Bus 6, 9, 22, 25, 27
3 57-Bus 4, 7, 11, 21, 22, 24, 26, 34, 36, 37, 40, 45, 46, 48
4 INPS 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 14, 25, 26, 33, 39, 43, 44, 51, 67, 69, 71

Table 2. Optimum number of PMU required.
Test System Without ZI bus With ZI bus No. of Solution Sets
14-Bus 4 3 1
30-Bus 11 7 4
57-Bus 20 12 2
INPS 26 21 2

Table 3. Comparison of solution with Simulated Annealing Results.

Test System RSN SA
Without ZI With ZI Without ZI With ZI

14-Bus 4 3 4 3
30-Bus 11 7 10 7
57-Bus 20 12 20 13

Table 4. Optimal Location of PMU and SORI values.
Test System Optimal Placement SORI
14-Bus 2,6,9

30-Bus

Set 1: 3, 19, 7, 12, 10, 27, 24 31
Set 2: 3, 19, 7, 12, 10, 30, 24 29
Set 3: 3, 19, 7, 12, 10, 27, 24 33
Set 4: 3, 19, 2, 12, 10, 30, 24 31

57-Bus Set 1: 32, 30, 56, 38, 51, 54, 27, 13, 1, 29, 19, 4 52
Set 2: 32, 30, 24, 56, 38, 51, 54, 13, 1, 29, 19, 4 54

INPS

Set 1: 2, 5, 45, 7, 48, 10, 33, 42, 37, 17, 43, 20, 14, 28, 22,
52, 58, 56, 61, 65, 72 82

Set 2: 2, 5, 51, 45, 7, 48, 33, 42, 37, 17, 43, 20, 14, 28, 22,
52, 58, 56, 61, 65, 72 81
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4. Conclusions
Optimum location and number of PMUs required for INPS ensuring system’s full

observability and maximum reliability was determined using RSN and by calculating
SORI. Further, same algorithm was checked for IEEE 14-bus, 30-bus and 57-bus test
system. Minimum number of PMUs required for full observability were found to be 3,
7, 12 and 21 respectively. Maximum value of SORI for INPS, 57-bus and 30-bus
system was 82, 54 and 33 obtained from first, second and third optimal solution set
respectively given in Table 4, making these PMU placement optimum for full
observability and maximum reliability.
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